TERMINAL SERVER

Is your current desktop
environment
costefficient? Can it easily be
upgraded? How about
remotely accessing it?
The Anyframe Terminal
Server platform offers
companies
thin
client
desktop access using the
Linux operating system.
This concept allows users
to take their desktop
everywhere, and use it to
read mail, surf the web,
make spreadsheets, etc.
while
remaining
compatible with existing
software applications.
The ICT department will be
pleased with the centralized
management features which
facilitates
system
administration and lowers
helpdesk load. This, in turn,
lowers
total
cost
of
ownership of the computer
park
while
offering
increased reliability.

& THIN CLIENT SOLUTION

Flexibility

Compatibility

Access your desktop using a
thin
client,
a
legacy
computer or use our crossplatform
client
which
includes
support
for
Microsoft Windows, Mac OS
X, Linux and Symbian OS
devices.

Remain
compatible
with
your
existing
software
applications
and
server
environments.

Productivity
Create documents, make
spreadsheets, read e-mail
and surf the web with our
included
productivity
software. All while using a
familiar interface
Install and work with
Microsoft Office
Lotus Notes
Connect to
SAP Servers
IBM iSeries (AS/400)
Windows Terminal Services
Citrix MetaFrame
Microsoft Exchang
Integrate with Active Directory
Share files across
AppleTalk networks
Windows networks
Unix networks
Novell networks
Run virtual MS Windows sessions

Manageability
Manage
your
Anyframe
environment
centrally
without the need for clientside interventions.
Profitability
Save money on license fees
and eliminate your hardware
upgrade cycle. Anyframe
Thin
Clients
are
70%
cheaper
than
traditional
desktops.
Reliability
Thin clients require no
maintenance costs and can
easily be replaced.
The
Anyframe
Terminal
Environment
can
be
configured
for
high
availability.

Anyframe Terminal Server

Anyframe Thin Client

The Anyframe Terminal Server is the
centerpiece
in
the
Anyframe
environment. It stores all user and
system data and hosts the user's
desktop environment. The terminal
server manages the connections form
the thin clients over the network. It also
allows users to access their desktop
using a web interface.

The Anyframe Thin Client is the user
interface to the server. It connects over
the network and downloads the desktop
environment into memory. The user is
presented with his or her own desktop
environment in less than 30 seconds. No
data is stored locally on the client,
making it easy to replace in case of
failure.

Depending on your requirements the
terminal server can be configured with
RAID support, multiple power supplies
and multiple processors. You can even
install multiple servers for increased
redundancy and load handling. The
Anyframe Terminal Server is installed
and configured on-site, training for your
administrator is also included.

The thin client has no moving parts
whatsoever, this increases reliability of
the device. It is also completely silent,
because there's no fan to cool down the
processor. The AF Client is also available
with a wireless network card.

Anyframe Services
Your Anyframe environment includes one day on-site
installation support. Additionally one day training is
included. Linugen also offers various support formulas
and maintenance contracts. A monthly subscription
covers the updates of your system.
Optionally
Linugen provides remote monitoring of your
Anyframe Terminal Server. If desired, we can take
over the complete management of your environment
with our iManage solution.
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